
The tale of magnificent creatures by Leo Cranch 

There are lots of stories about how the world was made but all of those stories are wrong most 

people say there was a creation of light that shined beyond the dark of nothing ness but more 

stories spread and it got transformed into no life at all and then a sudden burst of energy surging 

through the galaxy and that was close to the truth but the truth is that there was lots of light 

everywhere it was forming shapes, making a new destiny to humanity. But there is always 

something that hides away looking for their future, their hope but they could not find it they just 

looked up to those who had their power they wanted it all to themselves, sharing would only get 

them a little but they would want to invade but that is centuries away we will come to that danger, 

but first big things always start off as small light. This light had lots of energy and was forming 

shapes. Shapes like planets and solar systems, some didn’t have enough energy to create theirs, so it 

turned out like a void bringing in rocks and other parts of the other planets to get what they had 

hoped for a life with other lives on it. The voids were like oceans of fog and rock, nothing else. But it 

wasn’t a just a void that sucks things in, it had a mind, and it knew where the best things would be 

placed and in the right spot. Time pasted and life finally came there was water and plants and clouds 

the living creatures had not appeared yet it was just that life over growing not in the void but the 

planets but not all of them some of them where just desert planets with rocks  but there are more 

interesting planets to get to them, ones now have swamps and lakes still developing life but one had 

managed to break the phase of transforming it had become a blue frog; there  were millions of them 

everywhere eating the plants, and swimming in the swamps and lake. But it was them alone and 

nothing else the other creatures are still developing along with the planet. We travel through time 

but so far ahead that the world has changed almost completely, no swamps, no frogs but lizards, 

giant lizard and other reptiles along with sea monsters lurking in the dark depths of the green ocean. 

This is when the predators jump in and more were dying because they were carnivorous with less 

plant eaters, hungrier for meat. The lizard swam through the oceans tearing more of the reptiles 

apart. Now our story begins we will be moving from one life to another when they are killed, we 

move on to the killer’s life and see how much they have adapted to their surroundings. We start 

with an ocean crawler rock on its back for protection and camouflage but still there are more 

dangerous things than the ocean crawler, it quickly grows into the undergrowth lurking in the dark 

kelp and could not see much as the ocean was dark green, just shadows could help it as there was no 

light above. Lights flickered a luminous image of a spine and skeleton was floating in the water. The 

crawler thought if there’s a skeleton in the water, there might be some meat that could be hanging 

of the bones, but why was it glowing? The desperate crawler climbed a stem of red kelp then leaped 

to the bones floating towards the ribcage, but as soon as it landed on the jagged bones it turned 

round swiftly and caught it in the bones of his jaw. The crawler was trapped in a sharp fin, the rock 

on its back could not save him this time. The crawler crawled for the last time and stopped eating, 

digested just in a few seconds. First blood then we move on to the next life. This creature has 

studied its surroundings carefully, it knew that the dark made its bones and fins glow. At the end of 

the fins were sharp blades and that was where the crawler was trapped. The glowing creature did 

have good stealth but did not have the ability to turn off its glowing bones. The crawler was not his 

fill, the creature swiftly searched the red kelp, there was something swimming with all four fins 

towards the underwater forest - these reptile fish are quick and smart. It has arrived at the forest - 

screams of other reptiles maybe but there were no screams, it was another ocean crawler but its 

skin was made of stone, it was rubbing its giant claws together to make a screeching sound. Every 

single screech the glowing bones flickered, the screeching kept getting louder, the glower was now 

going wild, it had a stone crawler in its mouth and was thrashing it side to side with stone flying 

everywhere and finally got to skin the flesh then the insides of the crawler it was falling slowly with a 



watery blood trail behind it. Slowly all the stone crawlers looked at the glower and screeched their 

loudest and most powerful screech and that was enough to kill the glower, an electrical explosion 

killed the glower along with the crawlers. The thing is we can’t move on to the crawlers because 

they were heart shocked by the electrical explosions, what we do is see is who feasts on the glower, 

because it killed all the crawlers and its own explosion. Years later, years past and the body washed 

up and lots of ants were feasting on the glower. All of the ants were in the red woods and when they 

had finished, they explored the woods and giant birds were circling them. We were all quickly 

scurrying to an area to hideout and a poisonous lizard ran out in front of the pack and shot 

poisonous gas out of its mouth it cut of the ants leaving lots of deaths, but most went around it. A 

shadow went over the lizard and was grabbed by a giant reptile bird and flew up. The ants found a 

giant cave they all went in, rocks fell behind them because of the vibrating floor the crawled as quick 

as they can and saw a giant lizard curled up sleeping around egg the lizard woke hungry staring at 

the ants. These lizards had great senses of smell and knew there was food around in a few heart 

beats the lizard was chewing all the ants and that’s where the big land reptiles come in. Inside the  

lizards cave there was a nest and that nest had an egg inside and she had to protect it from what 

danger lies in the red forest. The great lizard embarked on a huge journey to  the mountains but first 

she had to go throw the swamps this was not an experienced lizard and it wasn’t a strong one with 

adaptation abilities so it can’t spit poison or camouflage but she could grow body parts quickly that 

is good in adventuring and battling. The lizard set on the journey sneaking past any danger around it 

but that becomes hunger she was hungry and needed a big kill because it needed all of the energy 

she can get to go to the mountains. It was in the swamps lurking in the shadows for food and there 

was a skeleton lying on the boggy floor of the swamps.it didn’t look anything like a lizard or any 

other creature it had a small skull a ribcage but only two feet. It was the strangest skeleton that the 

young lizard saw. There was still some flesh on the skeleton she chewed the remaining flesh it barely 

filled her up. The lizard had her eye on something else - it was a Tasmanian bird. It was young but 

not too small but there was a problem, these birds are very aware of their surroundings and can fly 

quickly using their huge wings. The swift lizard crept up the tree swiftly she was stretching her 

mouth so the bird would fit in, the bird was looking around desperately and searching if the lizard 

was around but it was too late the jaws of the lizard snaped shut on the bird. The bird was flapping 

desperately to escape the lizard’s mouth. The starving lizard was snapping on the bird over and over 

again but then one final snap and the birds soul had left it had died from the snapping jaws of the 

lizard. It filled the lizard up. The lizard dropped scales falling to the boggy swamp ground. The 

adventurer had her fill and carried on with the adventure to the mountains, the only way through 

the water fall was through the caves of relics - not many living things have explored the cave 

because of the pressure creatures in there. It was an underwater cave, and that was the only way to 

the mountains so the lizard would go into the depths of the dark to complete her journey. The 

adventure began the lizard went into the caves and saw the stalactites and stalagmites dripping wet 

with glowing water. Fungus had formed on the moist walls of the cave. A sudden shock of water hit 

the lizards’ feet. A glowing drip hit the midnight water and unravelled an in-cave ocean. The decision 

was made the lizard shot into the water all feet in motion, but she didn’t know how big the ocean 

was and didn’t know how deep and if she will survive with the delicate egg. Still swimming with a bit 

of a current the current was pulling the lizard deeper into the water and was stuck in the water more 

desperate than ever but the current was getting stronger, and the lizard was getting more and more 

desperate but the current was too strong and she was breathing too quickly and was losing oxygen 

and fell into the water in mid breath. The successful lizard had to end soon, her feet landed on a rock 

it was at rock bottom of the ocean. Her sight went black and died. This was a very successful life of 

this lizard. Now to wait for what will snap their jaws around her. But that rock that the lizard landed 

on wasn’t a rock it was a shark. The shark woke and found that very lizard on his back it swept up 



and snapped its jaws around her. Scales flying everywhere the lizard was feasted on and a new life 

was here. Examining the shark we have a sharp rock as a top fin and four bottom fins also sharp 

rock. But there are always injuries on long living lives. It had a giant arow in its fin. It had strange 

writing on it that said kill. So that makes it his name kill. Kill examined his surroundings and laid eyes 

on the egg that the lizard owned she stored it in her mouth but it came out when she drowned. The 

egg was beginning to hatch without the mother cracks, ran down the egg and hatched parts of the 

egg shot out into the watery surroundings in front of kills eyes. Once again, his eyes filled with pure 

hatred. Kill jaws widened and snapped the small lizard in half and then ate all of the small lizard hole. 

But so did kill need to complete an adventure he had to go to the underwater spik flints the spike 

flints are related to what the lizard was after they were cliff and mountains but underwater and sea 

monsters. It was where the rest of kills family was and kill hadn’t been there for a while but this was 

kills time he had travelled from the deserts and it begins. This might be the last life of this tale but 

kill risks anything he shot north into the dark distance. A crowd of soul suckers swam past Kill they 

were heading for a coral city. But Kill just kept moving forwards. Light burst into his vision, Kill’s 

pupils were getting smaller because of how bright it was. It was the end of the cave and he came to 

a forest above water and it was a large stream. Luminous leaves fell to the water, Kill’s body was 

above water admiring the sight. Poisonous frogs gathered on luminous blue leaves. Red lizards were 

baring their eggs and nests in the soil, but there was a very strange structure in the distance which 

looked like a tree but skinned. It also looked like wooden cages as windows but there was a very 

weird looking creature. It was not a large creature, only two feet, skinny it laid eyes on Kill - a line 

down its mouth turned into an expression of terror and then it made a high pitch scream and ran 

and a sharp shock was in Kill, another arow was in him. Kill dodged in action and a spear stabbed 

him, he snapped his jaws on the spear and pulled it in the water along with the creature but kill did 

not know how weak but successful and smart these humans are. The human was in the danger zone 

of the water and got stabbed by one of kills fins. Kill shot out of the water towards a group of 

humans with bows. Kill stabbed one human he was stuck on the razor sharp rock. All of the coward 

humans hid inside the tree structure, Kill smashed a giant hole into it and snapped his mouth all 

around the humans. Instant kill for the weaklings. More sharp objects hit Kill - it was a sword. And 

another human had an iron hammer. The hammer smashed into the rocky skin of kill. Sharp small 

pieces of rock shot around everywhere. Kill’s tail whipped the structure and it fell on to the humans 

smashing them to the dirt. More humans were coming, Kill was doing well but when you do well you 

forget your weaknesses - oxygen. Kill had to get into the water quickly or else. Humans surrounded 

him all with bows and the arrows in the bows had a connected net to each human then they shot all 

at the same time the net got Kill stuck to the ground. The net was made out of heavy steel and was 

weighed down by giant metal anchors. It was no use, Kill was blacking out - it was the end of his life. 

Kill’s vision was blacking out, his final vision was the beautiful lanterns hung up attached to the 

houses. One human came a small walk up to Kill and said “We will protect the village and nothing 

will stop us”. A green pointed spear was in his hand, it was poison and then he held up his arms with 

the spear and struck down. Kill was killed.  

And that is the end of the tale of magnificent creatures.  

The life was passed on to the atmosphere and all creatures and humans caried on normally.  

The humans all went home and enjoyed the rest of their lives. Building their successful homes and 

the underwater sea monsters continued with their hunts.  

This comes to conclude our deadly adventure.  

 

See you in your next life. 

Signed the Spirit handler. 


